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Tap Dance Flash Cards

Brush

Brush the heel of the foot against the floor as the leg moves to the front, or side. When the brush is quick, the leg does not move as much and the brush turns the very small.
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Synopsis
Make learning tap terminology fun with our adorable flashcards. On one side the term is written. On the back side the term is defined. Large easy to read cards. (each card is 3.75 x 10.5 inches) 23 flashcards include the following terms: Ball Change, Bells, Brush, Brush back/Pull/Spank, Cramroll, Flap/Slap, Heel /Heel Hit/Heel Dig, Heel-Drop, Heel Scuff, Hop, Jump, Leap, Paradiddle, Riff, Scuffle, Shuffle, Single/Double/Triple, Skip, Stamp/Stomp/Slam,Step /Touch/Dig, Toe-back/Toe Dig, Toe-Heel, Wing. Ballet Flash Cards Available too.
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Customer Reviews
I think these are decent cards and have some basic terminology that tappers should know. I use them as a teaching tool with my beginning students. They do not cover anything beyond the basics, though.
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